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QUESTION 1

What are three advantages of using ISATAP? (Choose three.) 

A. It is easier to set up than other tunneling mechanisms, such as 6RD and 6to4. 

B. It is supported on many platforms, such as Linux, Windows, and Cisco IOS Software. 

C. It works with both private and public addressing spaces. 

D. It is a point-to-multipoint tunneling mechanism. 

E. It does not require any changes on the underlying IPv4 network to operate. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 2

What are two functions of an NSSA in an OSPF network design? (Choose two.) 

A. It overcomes issues with suboptimal routing when there are multiple exit points from the area. 

B. It allows ASBRs to inject external routing information into the area. 

C. An ASBR advertises Type 7 LSAs into the area. 

D. An ABR advertises Type 7 LSAs into the area. 

E. It uses opaque LSAs. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

You must design this network for IP Fast Reroute by enabling the OSPF Loop-Free Alternates feature (not Remote
Loop-Free Alternates). Which two options are concerns about the proposed solution? (Choose 2) 

A. OSPF Loop-Free Alternates is not supported on ring topologies. 

B. OSPF Loop-Free Alternates on ring topologies are prone to routing loops. 

C. Fast Reroute requires MPLS TE. 

D. The solution is prone to microloops in case of congestion 

E. OSPF Loop-Free Alternates is transport dependent. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 4

Which two options are Loop-Free Alternate design considerations? (Choose two) 

A. MPLS TE must be enabled because it is used for building the backup paths 

B. Backup coverage and effectiveness is dependent on the network topology 

C. It can simplify the capacity planning by matching the backup path with the post-convergence path 

D. It provides an optional backup path by avoiding low bandwidth and edge links 

E. It can impact SLA-sensitive appliance by routing traffic to low bandwidth links while IGP convergence is in progress 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 5

You are designing a GET VPN solution for an existing branch network. The existing network has the following
characteristics: 50 remote sites (with an additional 30 remote sites expected over the next 3 years), Connectivity
between all sites is via MPLS Layer 3 VPN service from a single provider, OSPF is the routing protocol used between
provider edge and customer edge routers, The customer edge routers will become group members performing the
encryption between sites. 

Which additional routing protocol, if any, should you use for the overlay routing between the group members? 

A. EIGRP 

B. OSPF (with a different process ID) 

C. eBGP 

D. RIPv2 

E. No additional protocol is necessary 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 6

What is a characteristic of DMVPN as related to IP multicast? 

A. The RP should be placed either in the core network or on the DMVPN headend. 

B. When the multicast source is at a spoke, the data flows directly towards the spokes that want to receive the traffic. 

C. Multicast on DMVPN is similar in behavior to the broadcast multi-access network. 

D. The RP is typically placed at the spoke router. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 7

Which multicast technology provides a large, many-to-many connectivity for a new application while minimizing load on
the existing network infrastructure? 

A. Bidirectional PIM 

B. PIM Sparse Mode 

C. Any-source Multicast 

D. Source Specific Multicast 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

You are redesigning an OSPF v2 network and must migrate some links. You are concerned that there are different
subnet masks. Which two link types will still form an OSPF adjacency even if there are subnet mask mismatches?
(Choose two.) 

A. virtual 

B. broadcast 

C. point-to-multipoint 

D. non-broadcast 

E. point-to-point 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 9

During a network design review, it is recommended that the network with a single large area should be broken up into a
backbone and multiple nonbackbone areas. There are differing opinions on how many ABRs are needed for each area
for redundancy. What would be the impact of having additional ABRs per area? 

A. There is no impact to increasing the number of ABRs. 

B. The SPF calculations are more complex. 

C. The number of externals and network summaries are increased. 

D. The size of the FIB is increased. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 10

What is a benefit of Control Plane Policing? 

A. CPP protects the forwarding plane by allowing legitimate traffic and dropping excessive traffic 

B. CPP protects the forwarding plane by rate-limiting excessive routingprotocol traffic 

C. CPP can protect the control plane from reconnaissance and or denial-of-service attacks 

D. CPP drops malformed packets that are sent to the CPU 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit. 

Which solution must be used to send traffic from the foreign wireless LAN controller to the anchor wireless LAN
controller? 

A. Encapsulate packets into an EoIP tunnel and send them to the anchor controller 

B. Send packets from the foreign controller to the anchor controller via Layer 3 MPLS VPN or VRF-Lite 

C. Send packets from the foreign controller to the anchor controller via IPinIP or IPsec tunnel 

D. Send packets without encapsulation to the anchor controller over the routed network 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 12

Which workflow-based software solution provides automation and orchestration processes for compute, network, and
storage with support for these features? single-pane infrastructure management, support for multiple hypervisors,
storage provisioning with EMC and NetApp, abstraction of hardware and software elements into more than 1000
programmable workflows, self-provisioning of virtual machines using catalogs. 

A. OpenStack 

B. Ansible 

C. Cisco Intelligent Automation for Cloud 

D. Cisco UCS Director 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Acme Corporation indicates that their network design must support the ability to scale to support a high number of
remote sites. Which IGP is considered to scale better for a hub-and-spoke topology? 

A. BGP 

B. OSPF 

C. IS-IS 

D. EIGRP 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 14

Refer to the exhibit. 

In this BGP setup, 10.1.1.0/24 is advertised by AS 400 to its peers. Border routers in AS 100 reset the next-hop router
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to themselves. R2, R3, and R4 are route reflector clients of R1 and R5 is a nonclient iBGP peer of R1. What is the BGP
next hop on R5 for the address 10.1.1.0/24? 

A. R1 

B. R2 

C. R3 

D. R4 

E. R6 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Voice traffic between two campus enterprise networks is growing. The network designers decide to add a second 10-Mb
Metro Ethernet service parallel to their original 10-Mb service in order to provide more bandwidth and diversity. The QoS
profile will be the same on the new 10-Mb service due to the voice stability on the first Metro Ethernet link. When the
second link is added to the OSPF domain, which traffic design consideration would have the most impact on the voice
traffic when both links are active? 

A. per-destination IP address basis 

B. per-flow basis 

C. per-packet basis 

D. per-source IP address basis 

Correct Answer: C 
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